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Abstract—This work motivates and details the concept of QoEaware sustainable throughput in the area of video streaming.
Sustainable throughput serves as a mean to compare video
streaming solutions in terms of Quality of Experience (QoE)
and energy efficiency (EE). It builds upon the QoE ProvisioningDelivery Hysteresis (PDH) and denotes the maximal throughput
at which QoE deteriorations can be kept below a quantifiable
level, which in turn allows to compare the EE of different
video streaming solutions on QoE-fair grounds. In this work,
we particularly focus on delivery problems stemming from
outage-prone links, as they are typical for mobile systems. Welladapted to the nature of the video-associated data streams and
disturbances, a stochastic fluid flow model is used that allows
for straightforward calculation of sustainable throughput values.
We also discuss the application of the sustainable throughput
for comparisons among different streaming solutions and their
offered QoE and EE, respectively.
Index Terms—Quality of Experience, Quality of Service,
Stochastic Fluid Flow Model, Energy Efficiency

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, the users of video streaming services may use a
plethora of wired, wireless and mobile options for data transfer. Every underlying link technology has own resource offerings, benefits and drawbacks. The higher the user-exploitable
speed is, the higher the bearer frequency becomes, and
thus, the coverage area becomes smaller due to damping
and shadowing effects. Furthermore, the intensity of errors
grows with physical distance, data rate, interference caused
by surroundings and other users, and also due to multipath propagation. Consequently, depending on the communication scenario (fixed; wireless; mobile; ad-hoc), different link
technologies have different resource facilities and associated
specifications (e.g. bit rate offered to the user) as well as
means to cope with adversary conditions (e.g. forward error
correction or automatic repeat-request mechanisms). Thus,
depending on technology and operator, users may be provided
with different offered rates and error patterns (losses; freezes;
outages), different data plans as well as differences in energy
consumption. The user’s Quality of Experience (QoE), which
is defined as the “degree of delight or annoyance” [1], is
influenced by the above-mentioned parameters. At the same
time, energy consumption and battery lifetime have shown to
be of particular importance for user perception [2]. Thus, we
are facing the challenge of evaluating the offerings of different
wireless technologies in a way that considers quality, cost and
energy consumption properly into account.

For instance, it was observed in mobile systems that even
moderate video bit rates, yet far below the advised capacity
of the mobile channel, caused significant QoE disturbances.
Reducing the picture size of the video, which means lowering the video bit rate, yielded disturbance-free operations
that was – in spite of the small video picture size – more
appreciated than a large picture size with frequent freezes
[3]. Obviously, users trade larger and more detailed pictures
for the fluent appearance of the video, which seems to be
more important. These observations indicate the presence of a
throughput threshold, whose transgression triggers QoE problems to become apparent. Exceeding the particular threshold
means entering a region of unstable QoE, which is not feasible
for any quality-and-cost comparison between different links
and operators. Thus, in order to evaluate the properties and
to optimize the usage of the link, it is necessary to determine
the particular throughput threshold for different technologies
and/or operators.
We therefore suggest the concept of QoE-aware sustainable
throughput as being the bit rate threshold value to enable
comparisons of video streaming solutions in terms of QoE
and energy consumption. QoE-aware sustainable throughput
builds upon the QoE Provisoning-Delivery Hysteresis [4] and
denotes the maximal throughput at which QoE problems can
still be kept at a desired level. Based on previous experience,
we are particularly interested in delivery problems stemming
from outage-prone links, as they appear in mobile systems. In
order to support such performance evaluation, we contribute
a stochastic fluid flow model (FFM), which is well-suited
to model the streaming video scenario at hand, including its
disturbances [3], [5]. This model has the appealing feature
that it allows for straightforward calculations of sustainable
throughput values. We identify the key parameters for sustainable throughput, and discuss their impacts. Finally, we
give suggestions on how to use sustainable throughput for the
comparison of different mobile video streaming solutions [6].
In the remainder of this paper, Section II reviews related work; Section III introduces the Provisioning-Delivery
Hysteresis; and Section IV provides the formal definition
and develops the fluid flow model of QoE-aware sustainable
throughput. Section V presents and discusses relevant examples, focusing on the impact of key parameters. Section VI
highlights the importance of sustainable throughput for optimizing energy efficiency. Section VII concludes the paper and
points out directions for future work.
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measurements along the video delivery path. In contrary to
23is
our work, no direct calculation of sustainable throughput
Subsequently, the ultimate motivation of our work comes
performed.
down to using the sustainable throughput to numerically
The optimization of QoE for video delivery has attracted bridge the relationship between QoE and energy consumption,
a lot of attention, mostly in the context of adaptive video thus paving the way for QoE-aware optimization for energystreaming [13], which is however not the focus of our work. efficient video streaming. To the best of our knowledge, our
Reference [14] suggests to adapt the video resolution to approach is new in the sense that it allows for a straightmobile device capabilities in a QoE-aware manner, yielding forward calculation and application of QoE-aware sustainable
throughput through the combination of QoE, teletraffic and
considerable savings in file sizes.
None of the works mentioned so far focused explicitly on power modeling approaches.
energy or power efficiency. Energy savings have now become a prominent feature when implementing and deploying
III. P ROVISIONING -D ELIVERY H YSTERESIS
efficient video streaming over Internet [15]. Reference [16]
investigates the energy consumed by the smartphone to record
A recent definition [1] denotes QoE as the “degree of delight
and stream video contents. In [17], the authors suggested a or annoyance”. The goal is to offer as good quality as possible,
new power model to estimate the energy consumed by routers while avoiding as much annoyance as possible. In fact, these
and switches with high traffic flows. The experimental results two sides of QoE (delight and annoyance) coincide with the
were also reported to show the feasibility and effectiveness Provisioning-Delivery Hysteresis (PDH), originally formulated
of the suggested model. Based on this work, the authors of in [4] and investigated for the first time for video in [23].
[18] reported the modeling of energy consumption for a single The PDH basically states that impacts on QoE are pretty
video flow traversing the mobile network. Clearly, the focus of much different to whether QoE is built up by provisioning
these studies is on energy modeling for the network elements measures (contributing to delight), or torn down by delivery
only.
issues (contributing to annoyance). An illustration of the PDH
During the recent years, the areas of QoE and energy is provided in Figure 1 [4], [23].
efficiency have met [2] and developed jointly [19]. In [20], the
The (upper) resource-related branch is obtained by dimenauthors suggest a new metric called QoE perceived per user
sioning, and can thus be used to control quality. Typically,
per Watt (QoEW). This metric is useful given the difficulties
this so-called provisioning branch of the PDH follows a
to measure and to model the QoE-EE trade-offs for differlogarithmic relationship according to the Weber-Fechner-Law
ent particular scenarios and network architectures. Recently,
[24]
dependencies between QoE models and energy savings on
QoE P ∼ log(R)
(1)
terminals have been established [19], [21]. A recent research
effort is the CELTIC PLUS project CONVINcE, which aims
at minimizing the energy consumption in IP-based video which is a shape that is known in the domain of utility
distribution networks combined with the best possible QoE functions [25]. Due to its concave shape, it is well-suited
for optimizations. This means that the growth of QoE over
obtained at the terminal [6], [22].

additional resources is initially rather intense, but it is getting
smaller with higher amount of resources
dQoE P
1
∼ .
dR
R

(2)

This also means that a multiplicative increase of the throughput
R yields an additive QoE improvement, e.g. any doubling of
resources leads to the same absolute QoE improvement, until
QoE becomes saturated at R ∗ .
Assume now that the system under study is provisioned such
that the optimal level QoE ∗ is met at a resource spending of
R ∗ . We call the goodput ratio as being the ratio of the available
throughput R and optimal (or desirable) throughput R ∗
x=

R
≤ 1.
R∗

(3)

A goodput ratio less than 1 can be implemented in a controlled
manner for instance by choosing a lower video resolution,
which comes along with reduced quality QoE < QoE ∗
according to (1).
The other branch, the so-called delivery branch, is related to
success or failure of the service. It is observed in the context
of quality distortion, such as data loss of rate
L = R∗ − R .

(4)

In contrast to provisioning, the delivery may not be controllable. With (3), the goodput ratio becomes
x=1−

L
.
R∗

(5)

Typically, the delivery branch of the QoE shows a rather steep,
exponential-type decrease with growing L:
QoE D ∼ exp(−L) .

(6)

The derivative reads
dQoE D
∼ − exp(−L) .
dL

(7)

The QoE-QoS relationship according to (6) and (7) is commonly known as IQX Hypothesis [26]. It expresses that –
comparable to atomic and human memory decay processes
[27] – the decay rate of QoE D depends just on the actual level
of QoE D . A further implication is that an additive increase of
the disturbance (i.e. decrease of the rate) yields a multiplicative
decrease of the QoE.
It can be proven [4] that, for the same amount of resources
R, the provisioning branch supersedes the delivery branch, i.e.
QoE P (R) ≥ QoE D (R) .

(8)

Thus, riding the PDH provisioning branch by controlling
the amounts of consumed resources, e.g. through adaptations
of coding, resolutions and data rates [13], [14] is preferable
to being exposed to the PDH delivery branch with its mainly
uncontrollable sidekicks on QoE.

IV. Q O E-AWARE S USTAINABLE T HROUGHPUT
A. Definition
As indicated above, it is important to provide resources
according to the provisioning branch with its implicit logarithmic, optimization-friendly QoE-throughput relationship.
The larger the target throughput Rtarget ≤ R ∗ gets, the better
QoE P (Rtarget ) becomes. However, in many communication
systems, disturbances (such as loss and jitter) tend to increase
in frequency and size as the resource load increases, particularly as Rtarget approaches the capacity limits of the corresponding sub-system. As Rtarget grows, there is an increased
risk that the delivery branch QoE D (Rtarget ) gets invoked,
with QoE D (Rtarget ) < QoE P (Rtarget ) according to (8).
There exists the risk of a rather quick decay of QoE P (Rtarget )
with growing disturbances triggered by too generous Rtarget
values.
On this background, we define the QoE-aware sustainable
throughput (ST) Rs as being the maximal value of the throughput Rtarget that keeps the QoE disturbances due to delivery
problems at an acceptable minimum:
Rs = max{Rtarget |QoE P (Rtarget )−QoE D (Rtarget )<δQoE } . (9)
So far, we consider this throughput as a constant bit rate
(CBR) value, which can be used (1) as an upper bound for a
variable bit rate (VBR) source, or (2) during quasi-stationary
throughput phases. The subsequently presented model (see
Section IV-A) actually allows for VBR video traffic, cf. Section VI-B, which opens up for a subsequent generalization of
the sustainable throughput concept.
We now establish the link between QoE D , QoE P and the
underlying resource QoS parameters. We use a simple QoEQoS model that is described in [19], [28]:
QoE D (Rtarget ) = 4.59 exp(−3.44 pfreeze (Rtarget )) .

(10)

It approximates QoE as function of the probability pfreeze
that video freezes occur, which depends on Rtarget and is
weighted with the sensitivity factor −3.44 in the argument
of the exponential function. The latter is weighted with factor
4.59 out of 5, which denotes the maximal value of the modeled
user ratings. We associate the provisioning curve with the case
that no disturbances appear, i.e. pfreeze = 0, which yields
QoE P (Rtarget ) = 4.59 .

(11)

Figure 2 illustrates how an increase of pfreeze affects QoE D .
Let us consider the maximal freeze probability pfreeze,max as
the value that ensures an upper bound on the impact of delivery
problems on user perception. Then
δQoE

= QoE P − QoE D (pfreeze,max )

=

4.59 (1 − exp(−3.44 pfreeze,max )) .

(12)

This yields
pfreeze,max = −

ln(1 − δQoE /4.59)
.
3.44

(13)
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Figure 3: Throughput trace at the outlet of a mobile channel,
with a UDP-based CBR stream sent from a moving car [5].

Figure 2: Relationship between freeze probability and QoE D
according to (10), with QoE P as reference value.
Close to the origin, the following linear dependencies can be
used with good approximation, due to the properties of the
exponential function (10, 12):
δQoE ' 15.8 pfreeze,max

pfreeze,max ' 0.064 δQoE

for
for

pfreeze,max  1 ; (14)

δQoE  1 .

(15)

The challenge consists in modeling the interdependencies
between throughput R and freeze probability pfreeze such that
the sustainable throughput at a tolerable QoE deviation δQoE
according to (9) can be obtained. The maximal throughput that
does not allow the freeze probability to exceed a given bound
pfreeze,max has to be determined.
B. Stochastic Fluid Flow Model
As mentioned above, we are looking for the sustainable
throughput Rs as being the maximal CBR that allows for
keeping the freeze probability and the QoE degradation below
desired limits. We focus on an outage-prone VBR GilbertElliott type channel with exponential on-off durations of a
good “on” state (with nominal capacity) and a bad “off” state
(with vanishing capacity), as it applies to mobile conditions
[3], [5], [29].
The channel can be perceived as being off due to reasons
like coverage issues, scheduling actions, and repair efforts
of symbol errors by the underlying ARQ mechanism [9], to
ensure the highest-possible degree of completeness and order
of packets in the corresponding stream. The buffer used for
interconnecting the CBR inlet with the VBR outlet is necessary
for scheduling and repair. Moreover, it allows for limiting
potential loss due to the discrepancy of CBR inlet and zero
outlet. We distinguish the following phases:
1) During normal operations, the channel is on, and the
video traffic can pass it without any hinder, i.e. the inlet
and outlet rates match.
2) Once the channel turns off, e.g. due to outages provoked
by the ARQ mechanism, the video traffic is buffered at
its full CBR, while the outlet rate is zero.
3) Once the buffer is full, loss happens also at the full CBR,
i.e. gaps emerge in the video stream. At the receiver side,

these gaps are perceived in a similar way as freezes [28].
We assume a playout buffer of at least the same size so
that no additional QoE disturbances occur due to delayed
traffic.
4) Once the channel turns back on, the buffer empties at
a constant rate C > Rs until it becomes empty, which
means that the outlet rate goes back from C to Rs .
Figure 3 shows the result of these phases as seen by the
receiver behind the outlet of the buffer. Observe that the
capacity C can be much larger than the CBR inlet rate; in
the example in Figure 3, C/R = 384 kbps/50 kbps = 7.68.
For this purpose, we use a performance modeling approach
that works well for such bursty cases [30] and in particular for
variable capacity scenarios such as mobile channels [5], [29].
The corresponding model parameters are as follows:
•
•
•

•
•

CBR inlet rate R ' const., to be upper-bounded by the
sustainable throughput Rs ;
VBR on/off outlet rate, toggling between capacity C and
bit rate zero, with
exponentially distributed on time with average ETon ;
exponentially distributed off time with average EToff ; and
buffer size K.

From the fluid flow model analysis [29], [31], [32], we obtain
ploss = FFM(R, C, ETon , EToff , K) .

(16)

Due to data and time unit scaling properties of the fluid flow
model, the dependencies can be simplified to
ploss = FFM(ρ, α, κ) .

(17)

with the following parameters:
1) throughput factor, relating the CBR at the inlet to the
maximal capacity:
R
(18)
ρ= ;
C
2) on-factor, denoting the nominal availability of the channel:
ETon
α=
; and
(19)
ETon + EToff

3) full buffer depletion time factor, expressing the buffer size
as multiples of the amount that could be transported by
the channel during an average off time:
κ=

K
.
CEToff

(20)

From the above description of phase 3, we can observe that
the loss probability (17) is given by the joint probability that
the channel is off and the buffer is full:


ρ−α
ploss = f (ρ, α, κ) exp κ
(21)
α ρ (1 − ρ)

The first term f (ρ, α, κ) is a rather voluminous expression
[32], and it is omitted for the sake of brevity.
In order to obtain the sustainable throughput factor
ρs = Rs /C = FFM−1 (ploss,max |α, κ) ,

(22)

we need to solve the equation (21) for ρ. Due to the transcendental nature of (21), this is merely possible in a numerical
way, e.g. using a branch-and-bound algorithm. However, the
pre-factor f (ρ, α, κ) in (21) can be approximated by the
probability for the off state, (1 − α), which yields


ρ−α
(23)
p̌loss = (1 − α) exp κ
α ρ (1 − ρ)
≥ ploss .
We obtain the closed-form approximation of the sustainable
throughput factor as
p
α − β(α) − (α − β(α))2 + 4α2 β(α)
(24)
ρ̌s =
2α
≥ ρs
with
β(α) =

κ
.
ln(ploss,max ) − ln(1 − α)

(25)

The tightness of this bound is examined in Section V. The
structure of Equation (24) is similar to the corresponding
formula reported in [7].
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We now report a study focusing on the key parameters α
and κ.
• We focus on on-factors α in the realistic range between
90 % and 99 %.
• The buffer sizes are given in multiples of the depletion
capacity and the average off time through the parameter κ
according to (20). For the sake of convenience, we define
small buffers via a full buffer depletion time of less than
one average off time, i.e. κ < 1. Conversely, large buffers
have a full buffer depletion time of more than one average
off time, i.e. κ > 1.
In both cases, the values for κ = 1 are included for the sake
of comparison.
We choose an acceptable QoE disturbance of δQoE = 0.1
which, according to (13) and the corresponding simplification
(15), yields pfreeze,max ' 0.0064. The reference values ρs =

FFM−1 (pfreeze,max (δQoE )|α, κ) are calculated numerically
via branching-and-bounding of (17), while the closed-form
approximation is obtained from (24).
A. Small buffers
From the Table I, we can see that the bound ρ̌s is rather tight
and found to be on the safe side, i.e. the sustainable throughput
factor is not overestimated by its closed-form approximation
(24). Thus, it is well motivated to use the closed formula
(24) instead of the reference values that require numerical
iterations, which has been done for Figure 4. For α = 0.99, the
smallest buffer size considered (yielding full buffer depletion
within 1/10 of the average off time) allows for a sustainable
throughput in the order of 20 % of the depletion capacity,
which is a realistic value as seen from lab measurements. As
the on-factor α sinks, so does the corresponding sustainable
throughput value. That means that the buffer’s role is to
compensate to some extent for a sinking on-factor. There is
an almost linear dependency of κ until saturation takes place.
The sustainable throughput is upper-bounded by αC, which
avoids overload.
Another kind-of-extreme case is obtained when passing the
full buffer depletion time factor to the limit κ → 0, which
means that the disturbance model turns into a Gilbert-Elliott
loss model. When there is no chance to buffer any traffic
during the off state, loss happens as soon as the channel is off.
The emerging simple relationship α + ploss = 1 implies the
availability-related constraint α ≥ 0.9936 for ploss ≤ 0.0064.
B. Large buffers
From the Table I, we observe that a larger buffer drives
the sustainable throughput factor towards its upper limit α.
However, such large buffers are of rather theoretical interest.
In practice, they would imply too large jitter buffers at the
receiver, challenging the patience of users that have to wait
until the video finally can start [10]. Looking at the other
sustainable throughput coefficient values, we observe a somewhat decreased tightness of the bound on the way towards
reaching saturation. The reason for this is found in suppressing
the impact of the limited buffer size on the loss probability.
Actually, Equation (24) assumes an unlimited buffer for the
exponential buffer term. Yet, the errors remain within the order
of 5 %, which again motivates the use of the closed-form
approximation (24) that allows to calculate the sustainable
throughput from easily measurable parameters.
Equation (24) also forms the basis for Figure 5. It is clearly
visible that, for α = 0.99, the sustainable throughput is close
to saturation, while the other two on-factors show – similarly
to α = 0.99 in the short buffer case – first a somewhat linear
interdependency to κ and then a trend towards saturation ρ →
α. However, the smaller α, the less pronounced these two
behaviors become.
C. Discussion
As the buffer size grows, the sustainable throughput values
get close to the corresponding capacities. The reasons for this

α
0.99
0.95
0.90

ρ
ρs
ρ̌s
ρs
ρ̌s
ρs
ρ̌s

κ = 0.1
0.224
0.223
0.049
0.049
0.036
0.036

κ = 0.25
0.559
0.553
0.121
0.121
0.091
0.090

κ = 0.5
0.984
0.941
0.241
0.239
0.179
0.178

κ=1
0.989
0.982
0.473
0.464
0.349
0.343

Sustainable	
  throughput	
  factor	
  ρs

Table I: Sustainable throughput factors for different on-factors
and small full buffer depletion time factors, ploss,max =
0.0064.

K = κ C EToff = Rs Ts ⇒ Ts = κ

C
EToff
Rs

(26)

In particular when Rs is small, this translation needs to be
taken into account in order not to arrive at wrong impressions
about the capability of the system to buffer the traffic during an
off phase. The following example demonstrates this in detail.
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Figure 4: Sustainable throughput factors (24) versus full buffer
depletion time factor for different on-factors in the case of
small buffers, ploss,max = 0.0064.
α
0.99

ρ
ρs
ρ̌s
ρs
ρ̌s
ρs
ρ̌s

0.95
0.90

κ=1
0.989
0.982
0.473
0.464
0.349
0.343

κ=2
0.990
0.987
0.828
0.785
0.634
0.604

κ=4
0.990
0.989
0.938
0.910
0.842
0.802

κ = 10
0.990
0.990
0.949
0.939
0.896
0.872

The example from the drive test reported in Section IV-B
has the following parameters: EToff = 3.24 s and ETon =
200 s, yielding α = 0.984; and a full buffer depletion time of
approximately 2.2 s, seen from the disappearance of the large
spike in Figure 3. From this, we can estimate κ = 0.68 and, for
ploss = 0.0064, we obtain ρ̌s = 0.74 from (24), and can thus
estimate Rs ' 0.74·384 kbps = 284 kbps. This is much higher
than the exploited throughput of R = 50 kbps = 0.13 C.
Indeed, we faced a loss ratio of 6 out of 60000 packets due
to outages. Assuming the corresponding value ploss = 0.0001,
we obtain ρ̌s = 0.13 from (24), which matches our offered
load. As expected, staying far below the originally calculated
sustainable throughput value (factor 5.7) also yields a much
better loss performance (factor 64) than originally anticipated.
However, from the point of view of the source, we obtain
Ts = 16.9 s, which is more or less the duration of the long
outage before the large spike in Figure 3.
VI. A PPLICATION TO E NERGY E FFICIENCY

Table II: Sustainable throughput factors for different on-factors
and large full buffer depletion time factors, ploss,max = 0.0064.

Sustainable	
  throughput	
  factor	
  ρs

are partly found in the low off probability of the channel (1 −
α), partly in the increasing capability of the buffer to take care
of the overshooting amount of traffic.
However, from the point of view of the source, the buffer
“looks bigger” due to the fact that Rs < C. Considering the
duration Ts of CBR traffic at a rate of Rs that the buffer can
take before it overflows, we observe

This section presents a set of use cases for the sustainable
throughput as well as some possibilities for further extensions
of this concept. They are so far of theoretical nature and will be
complemented with concrete numerical values in future work.
A. Comparative Analysis
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As outlined in [6], we aim at the comparison of different
video streaming solutions in terms of QoE and EE, captured
by the QoEW measure [20]
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Figure 5: Sustainable throughput factors (24) versus full buffer
depletion time factor for different on-factors in the case of
large buffers, ploss,max = 0.0064.

QoEW (R) =

QoE P (R)
,
P (R)

(27)

expressed in user opinion scores per Watt.
Just using a specific video coded at a specific rate for
EE considerations does not reveal the whole picture; an
unnecessarily low rate is expected not to exploit the full
QoE provisioning potential, while an excessive rate may entail
significant disturbances. In both cases, the QoE as such is
suboptimal, and PE comparisons are potentially based on
unfair grounds. It remains to be investigated where QoEW (R)
reaches its optimum, which then can be compared amongst
different systems and configurations.

1) Optimization: To this end, consider the following set of
relationships:
QoE P (R)
P (R)

= aQ + bQ ln(R) ;

(28)

= aP + bP R .

(29)

For the power P , a linear dependency on R is assumed [17].
Henceforth, we consider the normalized rate R0 = R/Rs and
the normalized expression
QoEW (R0 ) = c

1 + q ln(R0 )
.
1 + p R0

(30)

The necessary conditions for maximal QoEW are
d
QoEW (R0 ) = 0 and
(31)
dR0
d2
QoEW (R0 ) < 0 .
(32)
dR02
Equation (31) implies pq(1 − ln(R0 )) = p − q/R0 . Such
a transcendental condition is not straightforward to handle.
However, the specific case R0 = 1 and p = q fulfills both
(31) and (32) meaning that the maximal QoEW is obtained
just at the sustainable throughput R = Rs .
2) A Trivial Case: It has been observed that bP is rather
small; for switches and routers, [17] reports results in the order
of bP /aP ' 0.05/10 Gbps. This rather flat gradient motivates
us to investigate the trivial case bP → 0, i.e. p → 0, which
yields
d
q
QoEW (R0 ) → c 0 .
(33)
dR0
R
No maximum according to (31,32) is obtained, but the first
derivative (33) is positive for any R0 > 0, which means that
the optimal value of QoEW (i.e. the maximal EE) is obtained
at R0 = 1, i.e. for the sustainable throughput R = Rs .
3) Comparison Between Systems: If different video delivery systems are to be compared in terms of their EE,
their QoE P (Rs ) values should be taken into account, which
captures both optimal QoE and optimal EE. One should
be aware that using the same QoE for different systems
might be disadvantageous for systems that would allow for
reaching higher QoE values if their sustainable throughput
was exploited. Indeed, as outlined above, systems running at
R < Rs are not likely to run in the most energy-efficient way.
B. Potential Extensions
This introductory work opens up for a non-exhaustive list
of extensions, as follows:
1) The QoE model may be attached to different parameters,
e.g. the average freeze time. As long as these parameters
can be linked to the underlying fluid flow model, they
can be taken into account.
2) The VBR model of the channel can be refined, considering the ARQ behavior at hand [9].
3) The CBR characteristic at the inlet can be exchanged to
a VBR characteristic with two or more states, potentially
modulating each other in a multiplicative fashion [33]. As
long as the modulating processes are of Markov type, the

corresponding combinations can be addressed. However,
in most cases, closed-form solutions with close approximation behavior cannot be expected. Yet, asymptotic
solutions with potentially loose bounding behavior should
be available [30].
4) Additional traffic can be considered to compete with the
(video) stream of interest, either in a best-effort manner
or by using priorities. Again, as long as the modulating
processes are Markovian, the resulting system can be
analyzed.
Due to the inherent modeling flexibility of the Markovmodulated stochastic fluid flow model, the above items can
be addressed in any order, as demand arises.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we motivated and described the concept of
QoE-aware sustainable throughput as a means to tune the load
of an outage-prone system such that QoE provisioning can be
maximized without deteriorating it. To this end, we reviewed
the QoE Provisioning-Delivery-Hysteresis and used it for deriving the corresponding definition of sustainable throughput.
Next, we derived mathematical descriptions of sustainable
throughput, including reference values and a tight closed-form
approximation. Through a set of numerical results, we were
able to judge the tightness of the bounds provided by the
approximation, and found one particular closed-form solution
to be rather tight to the reference values. This means that we
are now able to calculate the sustainable throughput for the
outage-prone links in closed form, given that we know the
QoE and interrelated QoS target as well as the parameters of
the system at hand. We also provided the reasoning for using
the sustainable throughput as basis for comparisons of systems
with regards to both QoE and power efficiency.
Future work is about the inclusion of more elaborate QoE,
video and channel models as well as more complex traffic
conditions with interfering traffic and potential traffic prioritization, all of them includable in the extensible and flexible
fluid flow model analysis. Furthermore, sustainable throughput
values will be determined through measurements and user
experiments, and will be compared to other proposed formulas
as far as applicable. We will definitely use the concept for
comparing video streaming solutions in terms of QoE and EE.
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A PPENDIX
Table III: Main Abbreviations and Parameters
Notion
α
aQ , bQ , q
aP , bP , p
c
C
CBR
δQoE
EE
ETon
EToff
FFM
K
κ
L
PDH
pfreeze
ploss
p̌loss
R
R0
Rs
ρ
ρs
ρ̌s
QoE
QoEP
QoED
QoEW
QoS
Ts
VBR

Definition
(Channel) On-factor
Approximation coefficients for the QoE model
Approximation coefficients for the power model
Constant
Capacity, i.e. the constant rate of emptying the buffer
Constant Bit Rate
QoE tolerance between provisioning and delivery for
calculating the sustainable throughput
Energy Efficiency
Average channel on time
Average channel off time
Fluid Flow Model analysis algorithm, exact
Buffer size
Full buffer depletion time factor
Data loss rate
Provisioning-Delivery Hysteresis
Freeze probability
Loss probability
Dito, approximation
Throughput
Normalized throughput
Sustainable throughput
Throughput factor
Sustainable throughput factor
Dito, approximation
Quality of Experience
QoE, provisioning branch
QoE, delivery branch
QoE perceived per user per Watt
Quality of Service
Buffer fill-time at CBR
Variable Bit Rate

